Dearborn Learning Expectations for Students During Covid-19 Shutdown

Class participation, attendance in google hangouts, continuation of learning and completion of assignments is expected of every student during the time that the teachers schedule and provide in each respective class. The schedule will be shared with students by their teachers. Teachers will record student participation/attendance in sessions as well as provide grades.

**Elementary**

- I will participate in the google hangouts that my teacher schedules.
- I will participate in learning and review assignments.
- I will email my teachers through Google Classroom or Gmail if I have questions.
- I will be respectful to myself, fellow students and teacher(s).
- I will complete all activities my teacher assigns.
- I will share my learning with my parent(s).
- I will submit activities (or send pictures) either via Google Classroom or in any other form as instructed by my teacher.
- I will actively participate in the discussion in google hangouts.
- I will remember to take care of myself and share funny and happy stories with my class.

**Middle School**

- I will participate in the google hangouts that my teacher schedules.
- I will participate in learning and review assignments.
- I will check my email and respond to my teacher.
- I will email my teachers through Google Classroom or Gmail if I have questions.
- I will be respectful to myself, fellow students and teacher(s).
- I will complete all activities my teacher assigns.
- I will share my learning with my parent(s).
- I will submit activities either via Google Classroom or in any other form as instructed by my teacher.
- I will actively and appropriately participate in the discussion in google hangouts.
- I will remember to take care of myself and share funny and happy stories with my class.

**High School**

- I will participate in google hangouts, complete assignments, read posts during specific timeframes assigned by teachers.
- I will participate and complete work on time.
- I will be an active participant in each class during the timeframe that it is regularly scheduled.
- I will be respectful to myself, fellow students and teacher(s).
- If I do not participate in a class assignment/activity during the actual time frame of the class, I will be marked absent and/or not receive grade/credit for the assignment.
- I understand that assessments and grade entry into the online gradebook is expected as would normally occur.
- I will remember to take care of myself and share funny and happy stories with my friends.